Roth Smith (’13) has published an excerpt from this thesis, “Communication, Sportsmanship, and Negotiating Ethical Conduct on the Digital Playing Field,” in Communication & Sport. Kimberly Workman (’16) presented “It Would've been Easier had it Been Their Father: A Phenomenology of Mothers with Cancer” at the Feminism Here and Now conference at the The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Elizabeth Muckensturm (’12) teaches at Coastal Carolina University and published a column on LGBT+ Content Marketing for the Content Marketing Association. Meredith Morgoch (’15) is an Instructor in Public Speaking at Central Piedmont Community College, Charlotte, NC. Catie Clark (’16) presented “Amalgamating the Virtual and Physical Body: Hyperpersonal Computer-Mediated Communication Among MMORPG Players” at the National Communication Association. She also continues as President of Graduate Association of Communication Students at Clemson. Sarah Arbogast (’12) is the STEM Program Coordinator at Clemson, overseeing the iMagine Upstate festival. Sara Crocker (’13) is now a Lecturer in the Department of Communication Studies at Clemson. Joey Johns (’15) is an Athletic Communications Assistant at University of Michigan. Alex Neal (’15) is a Lecturer in Mass Communications at North Greenville University. Bobby Belair (’15) is Soccer Operations Intern for Atlanta United Football Club. Avery Allen (’17) is working with Rainbow Push Coalition Greenville to host King Legacy Weekend at Clemson. Christoph Kreese (’15) has released the soundtrack to his thesis documentary, Synthesized. Morgan Tadlock (’17) continues to work as the Graduate Assistant for the Erwin Center for Brand Communication. Blythe Steelman (’16) continues to serve as Organizations Chair for Clemson Graduate Student Government. Sarah Beach (’17) won the Outstanding Undergraduate Paper or Creative Project Award from the Organization for the Study of Communication, Language, and Gender for “A New Kind of Body Project: Blogging and the American Teen Girl.”
IT’S A GREAT TIME TO BE A TIGER—AND A MACTER!

Clemson Football had an amazing season, and our department is in the process of adding another great faculty member to our Sports Communication program.

Our new class of 2017 is off and running. Welcome Avery Allen, Sarah Beach, Melissa Jacobs, Mette Kolind, Manuel Rodriguez, Morgan Tadlock, Lauren Watts & Taylor Wilson!

Clemson One is a new vibrant presence on Main Street in Downtown Greenville.

The Watt Family Innovation Center is just one of several new buildings going up on campus.

Our Social Media Listening Center continues to forge new partnerships with news, researchers, classes and internships.

Communication Studies is excited about moving to the new College of Behavioral, Social and Health Sciences.